CHRIST IS RISEN from the dead, trampling down death by death,
and upon those in the tombs bestowing life!

CHRISTOS ANESTHEE ek ne-kron, thana-to thanaton pateesas
ke tees en tees mneema-seen zoeen charree-samenos!

ALMASEEH-HOO QAM-a min bain ilamwat,
wa watil mowt-a bil mowt, wa ha-bil hayat lil ladheena fil qu-bur!
CHRIST IS RISEN (Znamenny chant)

CHRIST IS RISEN from the dead, trampling down death by death,

and upon those in the tombs bestowing life!

Kree-STOS vohs-KRES-seh eez MERT-veek, SMERT-ee-yoo SMERT poh-PRAHV,

ee SOOs-cheem vo GRO-bee zhee-VOHT dah-ro-vahv!

CHRIST IS RISEN (Romanian melody)

Podoleanu

CHRIST IS RISEN from the dead, trampling down death by death,

and upon those in the tombs bestowing life!

Chrees-TOS a een-vee-yaht deen mortz koo muar-tyah pre muar-tye kal-kond,

shee chey-lor deen mor-meen-tye vee-yah-tza da-roo-een-doo-ley!